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Introduction 

The development of sciences and techniques and the  dynamics    r the economic 

and trade  processor, at domestic and international  levels, have resulted, in the 

recent years,  in a consistent growth of industrial activities and in a parallel 

expansion of managerial responsibilities, particularly in the field of olanning 

and implementation of marketing strategies. 

The oroblem of how to acce llórate the rate of economic growth of developing 

countries and, in particular, o^ least-developed economies, has led to increased 

interest towards» the adoption of advanj^t marke ting technologies. 

In the developing world,where traditionally there is a tendence to con- 

centrata on structural and technological aspects of industrial expansion the 

importance of developing marketing exftise still is,  to a certain extent, mis- 

regarded.    When this occurs,  industries may lose their competitive stnngth, the 

investment programmes are discouraged, the production is slackening, the costs 

are a*0klfl«d and the domestic market environment is, in turn, affected by crisis 

and stagnation. 

Following these considerations,  this paper aims at meeting the latent or 

expressed requirements of the Industry of developing countries, as to the critical 

issue of "how to profitably expand the demand for locally manufactured goods". 

The aim is to provide an overall view of the most relevant aspects and problems 

of marketing strategy planning, identifying criteria and implications for its 

implementation. 

The specific objective is to draw attention concerning the relevance of the 

local marketing environment and local polioies uDon the operational efforts of 

local industrial enterprises,  in a context of aggressive con.petition. 

Before all, it it however advisable to clearly define the marketing oonoept, 

so as to avoid oonfusion or misinterpretation, depending on the faot that 

"marketing" is a conventional expression identifying a rather complex context. 

The definitions of marketing are numerous and often are generic or restrictive 

and do not provide sufficient scope or elements to distinguish marketing from SOM 

of its own functional components (such as market research, promotion,   at Hing, 

distribution etc.). 
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"Marketing is the management function which plans and directs the totality of 

business activities relets* te optimising the  flow of goods  and/or services from 

producers to  consumers or users,   so as to  translate the  ootenti        demand of a 

market  into effective demand,  and  satisfy  it according to  ->l.in objectives. 

In elaborating this -laner,  emnhasia was particularly place on the way in which 

the marketing acaoept, originally formulated for developed economies, can be factu— 

a&y adapted and successfully adopted in the developing countries, taking into account 
their structural,cultural and economic environment. 

2.    Planning the Marketing Strategy 

Planning marketing strategy is a major task of the industrial management 

function as it consists in anticipating   vnspiblo    future development^ formulating 

policies and objectives, mobilizing men and resources and organizing action pro- 

grammes, to attain economic operational targets,at profit. 

The question is not wheather industrial managers plan in terms of product», 

prices, promotion, distribution or investment, but how well they pain the marketing 
strategy and how accurate are the data they have collected to formulate the pre-, 
gramme of action and to organize the available resources within a given marketing 
environment. 

Marketing strategy is a comprehensive set-up which, on the basis of actual 

external and internal information and in view of foreseeable development» over a 

given time-span, shall enable an enterprise to adjust its output,  its communication 

and it«- field action,  so as to overcome critical factors and optimize the efforts 

within the context of its market. 

The marketing strategy first of all includes a olear statement of objectives 

and the proper allocation of resources to attain such targets involving, therefor«, 

realistic estimates of costs and benefits. * 

Planning marketing strategy is vital to minimize investment risks and to chart  * 

the future course for the economic and operational expansion of the enterprise. 4 

It begins and ends with the knowledge of the structure of the market, and 

the identification and measurement of market potentials and competitiveness. 

It consists in the clear determination of marketing targets, within a given 

market area and time-span, and is based on the design r-f the marketing «tor    , to 

achieve such objectives. 

(l) product,  price, promotion, distribution 



The marketing objectives includo: 

- sales  targets, 

- market  sharo, 

- pruduct penetration ratio, 

- market or consumers coverage,  ir.  geographical  termn, 

- capital investments'  return, 

- value  added per product or lines of products. 

The determination of the marketing mix strategy iB rather difficult as .ach 

component (product, price,  promotion and distribution) are intor-dependent and 

each of them must bo considered in strict relationship with  the others.    This means, 

for example,   that it is erroneous to plan a distribution strategy or policy with- 

out taking into consideration ita effects upon actual dicing cr promotional 

policies or strategies. 

The management decision in planning the marketing mix strategy must be 

designed to minimize risks and optimize results in terms of invested resources. 

The marketing, manager should be able to answer three questions before making 

any marketing planning decision: 

- how will this decision affect the economic budget? 

- how will this decision affoct the  image of the  enterprises and/or 

its products? 

- how will this decision affaet trs organization? 

In moat developing countries the diBtance between a producer and his customer 

in ordinarily muoh wider than one thinks. 

By dietance we do not mean only physical distance.    More important in the 

marketing distance created by intermediaries standing between the enterprise and 

the ultimate  commue• of the product,    and the cultural distance arising out of 

the fact that the consumera can be members of different cultures, or social group». 

All these distances conspire to produca an information gap that must be over- 

come if f. company is to plan its marketing strategy rationally.    The way to narrow 

this gap is  through a systematic etudy of the market environment, directed towards 

identifying and measuring ootential and actual market opportuni ties. 
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3«    Tho  Marketing Information Syatorr 

The  information gap has alwayn confronted  industrial  producers and  it is a 

most  relevant critical   factor in business development.    The  rapidity of  changes 

concerning buying power and attitude of consumers,   the growing complexity of 

marketing operations,   tho  int  asity ar.    quality of competition offer great advan- 

tages to the enterprise  which has superior  information about the   identity and 

behavior of the market. 

It is no longer possible  to carry out marketing activities on a hit or mies 

basis,  as in the days when a merchant exchanged his goods for whatever the 

"natives" offered him.     Marketing ha, become  today a highly complex and ssientific 

operation,  which cannot  be planned and implemented u. less it is based on market 

knowledge which only research can supply. 

Marketing planning depends,  in fact, upon a careful analysis and appraisal 

of markets, company strengthes and weaknesses, and the full range of the marketing 

mix.    This is to say that marketing research is the basic input for strategy 

planning.    This applies not only to market studies bit also to research in adver- 

tising, pricing, distribution channels, and all other factors that may contribute 

or affect industrial expansion. 

As we are here concerned with the  •«market»,  three basic questions must be 

answered by industrial management if he has  to effectively plan a profitable 

marketing strategy: 

- what is the actual   and foreseeable potential of the market? 

- what is the company's sales potential in the market? 

- on what specific market segment should we concentrate our marketing effort? 

Answers to these questions lead to the selection of market segments, focus- 

ing actual and potential consumers' behavior,  d«a*d structure, and performance 

standards. 

The majority of enterprises in developing countries generally neglects 

estimating market and sales potentials and merel • rely on past experiences, 

reports from distributor,, credit and sales re^rts, and the like. There is 

nothing wrong ,ith ttt„ information sources, but they should be interpreted in 

the light of systematic studies on markets and customer behavior. Otherwise, there 

is great danger trat management will **. decisions based on incomplete information 

often coloured by subjective judgment and prejudices. 
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A  systematic study of the market  should „ot b„   identifia wlth high cost or 

the necessary use of outside cogitants.    Undoubtedly larBer industrial compan 

moke greater use of market research than the waller ones.    Sut the use of market- 

ing research is only partly a gestion of company siZG.     „a8icallyi   lt t. , ^ 

of «nagement attitude towards research   ,nd towards planning i„ ^^i.     !t i 

the approach t.at is most significant,  „ot the money or the ti• involved thto 

research.    Useful market information can he gathered at a very low cost,  that pan 

be adaptable to all size, of enterprises. 

Preliminary surveys identify market opportunities that warrant further 

investigation.    The technics used in preliminar, screening are simple enes, 

relying mainly on readily available infon»aticn which,  however, should be con- 

.i.t„t enough to focus existing market opportunities „«hi« the widely diver.lfied 

set of consumers segments. 

Management seldom applies survey techniques to the domestic market, disre- 

garding, for example, that for some products, climatic factors may exclude certain 

market areas from consideration in certain given periods. 

Management may declare certain other areas out of bound   because of paPC 

experiences,  imagined fears or preconceived ideas. 

At other times,  it may be the marketing executive himself, who is responsible 

for a survey, that may limit screening to those areas he knows or which appear to 

him to have economies and demand most expropriate.    Or he may take his cue fro« 

domestic competitors.   And because he talks with other marketing executives and 

reads trade journals he   ^y develop definite inclinationg towardg epec.fio ^^ 

segments or geographical regions. 

Because surveying is a preliminary research,  it should be as comprehensive 

as possible.    Management should know why certain areas do not warrant further 

investigation.    Otherwise,  it may neglect excellent market opportunities,  leaving 

them to more enterprising competitors. 

The most useful technique for preliminary screening is an appraisal of 

official statistics sowing performances of the product or product line. 

Management should understand that small trade does not always indicate small 

markets. By failing to find out why trade is low, management may overlook oppor- 

tunities that deserve consideration. 



information ontrado restrlctlon, ls ^^ ^^  ^ ^.^ ^ 

conation are ail  tnat ., Madod fw ^^ 

in «hi. »ay, management m mko „ „^^  ^^ of ^.^ ^^ 

that can be verv helnfui   ^ «*, i •   • 
ry hUeful   in orelimnary screening.     Import anolysis can al«, be 

W""d *    *—" Sh,re °f *'*•    lf «» —  1- »*  » i. o„UnarUy a 
hopefui sign.    A  _u  Bharei on thi ottar handi   raires ^^ ^ 

strength. 

Management compiete,  it, preH.in.ry •rvoy whe„ haB ^^ ^^ ^ 

Ju.Ufy further investirti»,,.    mho nurter uf ,,„_ ^„^ ^^ ^ ^ 

factua! anaiyei, such a6 wo have dMcribedi  tat Mso on the ^^ ^ 

* ~*~t-   ln ""* "-" "—• ^ — or ,„M„ identifisd for 

further .tudy i. far u„ than the „umbo- ^ in , „..^ .^ 

». Retine management „as ovaluated tho market potentini,  ever the 

«-*«d Pining period,  it „ay oroceo, on to a second ^tlm:    h0„ Moh of 

*. -ket Potentiai ^ ,tlc ^ plan t0 ^    ^ ^ ^ 

»pres.„„ the company.. ..Ealoe potonnal„ 1B that marteti 

for i„ ,„. market.    It is uet,ny derlved fr0„ ^ ^^ ^ ^ 

maximum share of the market potential over th« m 
¿     -nxiai over the planning period,  that  is,   its 

maximum penetration ratio. 

The  sales potential  is not the Bame as a «i,a rn 8ame 18 a 8a^ forecast.    The  sales forecast 
is used to determine the  short-run sal -,1.    r 
actual sa, operations by estimating 

^ Pr0SPeCt8-    In "' «» — Po*««* i- a basis for strata 
Planning and a Drojection of maxi_ ^ ^^    ^ ^^ * 

important rold in ..get planning within the fr„k of objectivea and 

laid down by the marketing pla„. POUelM 

T= arrive at a good estate of the company., „aies potential, m^ting 

~M~.t shouid »vacate the relativ. tm?ortance „f ^ ^ < 

va„ areas, promts and oon.mer séants.    In some area. prcduot d„J 

»ay be a Wey factor,  in others,  „rie, in others, «station channel    :    " 

case.,   key factor, shouid bo  identifica and measure, a. to their imp«, on      , 
potential. Wot on »!•• 
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The major area of investigation should bo an evaluation o'f trade policies 

and other pertinent government rogulationr. that may influence marketing action 

pricing and the like. Theao include registration requirements for patents and 

trademarks, antidumping and  countervailing duties, anti-monopoly legislation, 

resale price maintenance  IHWL-,   trac''  -r-ti--.  i,-,,^^,.        »-,*,. 
'    Ti-  -•   'X1~4    •'<-••    iiU"    i.d laoelmg requirements, 

to name only the most  prominent. 

Another area os research involves a aeries of comparisons between the enter- 

prise's product line and those of competitive  firms in the market.    In 80me 

instances,  comparisons of quality, design or price „ill indicate that the company's 

product i. highly differentiated from other products.    Although this may «able 

the company to build a strong competitive position by appealing to specific 

segments of the market,  it also ,:,akes the task of estimating sal.s potential more 

difficult. 

I Product comparisons should not be restricted to the product alon«.    Th? 

| successful marketing of many industrial and consumer durable goods requires an 

| after-sale service of various sorts such as technical assistance, installation, 

J repair and maintenance, and the easy availability of spare parts.    Competitors' 

J performance on these auxiliary services should be carefully evaluated as to cost 

{ and effectiveness. 

In replying the question:  "at equal condition«, can our product line compete 

J    successfully against products already in the market«?    a**.** may range over all 

aspects of the product price, design, size,  quality, servicing, etc.    However, 

such findings should be viewed in the nature of hypotheses to be tested * l**ir 

research on relevant market segments. 

It is also important to look beyond competitive products in the same industry. 

Comparisons should be made among all products - whether or not in the same industry 

- that serve the same function in the behavior of consumers.   At times, inter- 

industry competition may be more smre titan competition among similar manufacturers 

within the same industrial branch. 

Market structure and the marketing efforts of competitors are a third area of 

study.    An investigation of market structure raises these questions, among others: 

- what is the degree cf monopoly in the market? 

- who are the market leaders? 

- is competition rigorous or loose? 



in the mark.u    ,omc m,rkets are ota„cteplMd ty stronn a„gooiationB of vriri;iug 

Producers „h0 *„, thsir c>Uäctivo   ffürtg  v) ^   _ur intniierg_    ^^ 

»arrets are doralnatod by 011ü or  Wo ^  riTO ^      host if ^^  ieM offi_ 

cient MtaM.    otner market6 mayi iri toad_ have nn dom nant fiM ^ a ^ 

competitive structure that nakes eKf!!Ln,ion oa3v. 

in evalué, t,., Mrfom.a„t.t jf COB,etltoro it  u „^ fe ^ ^ ^ 

—t leaders.    To sxpand in a rcark8tp  ^ ^^ ^ ^^ ^ 

against these leaders wh0 oan  De „„^ ^ offw ^ ^^ oompetitlon_ 

Apart fro. this basic consideration,  the company can !ear„ a ereat deal about 

Promoting and districting by studyi„6 the deration and „oliolea of lts „„.^ 

A Simple stud. of the performance of co_titore ig ^ ^^    R ^ ^ 

sary to identify tho purticular m^ of ^^ ^ ^ ^^^ ^ ^ 

-»*»».    I. it I« prices.    Patent,?    Product ouanty?    extent of product Une' 
Brand image?   ,ervico?    „,„«„„.    Compa„y .^    ^^ of ^^^ 

Effectiveness of promotion and communications? 

in some „arrets there may v, oni, „ „ two distriU.tor, „ho can ,ff.oUvely 

handle the .arreted une.    ,hen thego dlstrlhitcrs ^ ^ ^ ^^ 

ocpanie. by „elusive a„,liniT 1PrQIlgBMlt. ^ .^^ ^ ^ ^ J ^^ 

problem and is forced to use inferior di.tritav,r.. h„Fi„, to lmprove ^ pep_ 

fondee through training promotion effete a,.d „ther davioe3.    „ ^ 

distribution bottleneck occur,   u th., ,. »al,   lv..,„,      TM.     ., 
n-  u .'.. .      This     ,ls substantially to 

marketing coste and probably scares some producers.    It i, ,„„„„    .    ,. 
"        otrB'    Jt ls common to find lnade- 

ouate distribution channels in the markets of developing entries 

«.les potentiai anaiysi, also oaUe for research on the r.^ „nsumer ^ 

IB olosely related to market segment analysis, i 

When carefully formulated,  the sales potertia! can ser-e not only as a I 

strategic marketing too! *u als., as a meagre of performance.    But to do this 

-« effectivel, the  sales potentia!  should be broken do„n ta tm. of ,,„ ^^ 

séants making up the market,  by identifying the groups of MMMä w„ich „„„ 

the most pr.fi.able Potential to the enterprise.    This method is knows as "market 
Begment analysis". 



Segment  analysir  i„  necessary because marK.t  -iumrni   is r ,,  P H na   lb r'tí'/,ír h-mo^neous. 
This  is true   even when markets ar,   ^all  in  x>0rr^ri~r     v+     • 

^Xi'n''u",i  --xtont.     Consumers differ 
- often markedly - m  meco,,  wealth,   education,   aocial  claS£    ^    R 

ciase,   ¡.¿e,  SeX(  occupation, 
race,  culture   and  in  innumerable  other way,.     Arv   v  th«,     ,ff *««y-.     Any   ^   these  differences may have  a 
decisive bearing on consumer,,  willing ^ ,biMty to  bjv a ^^ 

Because  of the. differences,   seldom can a .„e enterprise  satlsfy e^aliv 

well all confers,    Tnis applie,  ,o even very lwg8 codâmes with estensive 

Projet Une.     ^thermore,   an atte,,  by a manufacturer to appeal to a ! consumers 

xn  the same manner can be a dangerous „lip, and  the manufacturer may end^p with 

a Product  image  that aoooalr, to no  one  in .articular. 

*«n.nt analysis is especially important  in  the ^^ Qf ^^ 

Products.    Oft.n the manufacturer doe, not know which tixm M uae hiB ^ ^ 

if  they use  it:  why they do  it and how. 

Because of confers difference,,  marketing management should break down the 

domestic market  into events  (ljr suo-markete)  in order to  isolate the stents 

which have  the   greatest potential.     Thi«   T-KI »-, +v, .     t-üx.u.     ¡ni.  oKf.bias the enterprise to focus its 

marketing efforts en specific -tareets and avnir>   H ,„ xxrgeTo and avoid aspersing resources and energies 
on unDrofitable  segments. 

An even-covorage, non-selective abroach for the marketing of goods and 

services is wasteful. Mentation research enables budgets and promotional 

campaigns to be directed in   a „colali,.* and ratinai way 

In summary,   savent anal v. is hel-r-   „Himm , ,. xy-is f,v.Al>„ aelin^n^ ine marketing strategy related 

to  the allocation of resources  towards the sub-markets th,t toother make up the 

total domestic market. 

Here is an example showing the  influence of different market segments moti- 

vations in the Venezuelan market,  concerning tagte in industrial design: 

Three panels of housewives, drawn from three different local classes (u?,er- 

middle,  lower-middle, and unper-lower) were shown various designs for a number of 

products,  including beer cans,  air conditioner.,   table lamps,  and cookie «packages. 

The  same designs were presented to each panel;  the  first design was severely 

controlled in form and pattern,   the  second design was snontanusous and free but 

coarse, the thirrl design wan sentimental in style.    The upper-middle panel chose 

the  first design by large majority;  the  lower-middle panel was divided between 



the  second and  third  design;   and  the upp.r-lower  rane! unanimously  rited the 

third design an  its  first  che ic. . » 
3 

Product  planning should b„  guided  by a  c ireful  analysis  :f market sogments. 

It  is illogical  to derido   m marketing ntratefiy b. f xv   i\ search hap   identified and 

located those market   augments having t\.o  high-«**   -i,- r-Tr-nti.nl.     Only after this 

in done  can marketing maitgoment m.ke  a decision a,- to hm,  given   tno resources, 

it should allocate  UP marketing effort within the market.    >iarke t   segment analysis 

also helps marketing management plan 1   r an expansiv jf ite nresont market coverag 

we have outlined a systematic anoroach  to  identify and measure market oppor-      " 

tunities,  and emphasized the uao of officia]   data and becondary data,  which 

normally are  the  least  costly and time-consuming to  gather.    Only when secondary 

data is not available  to  answer specific quentions about markets   should marketing 

•anagement undertake  specific field studies. f 

Planning the Product Strategy 

Once marketing management has identified and m^asur^d its market,  it must 

plan the marketing mix that will enable  the enterprise to reach its objectives. 

We have already mentioned the difficulties of planning the marketing mix, and the 

interdependence of the mix elements. 

Product planning is the  systematic determination of the manufacturer's product 

line,  that is,  the number and variâtior.3 of products to b    offered by the enter- 

prise to the market it serves.    Product planning tries to answer two basic, 

question!?; 

- what,  if any,  products should be added to the company's current 

product line? 

- what,  if any,  products should be dropped from the company's current 

product line? 

All enterprises run the risks of adding or retaining products that are not 

profitable,  and of ending un with a oroduct  line that does not match the requirement 

of the market.    Product planning seeks to minimize these risks through a careful 

appraisal of actual and potential markets  (market position,  sales potentials, 

buyer characteristics,  etc.)  together with an    valn-t-inr   ,-,-r +v, . I i /      t *i.m an ^valuation of the company's resources! 
(technical,  production,   financial, manpower, etc.). 
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Product planning must also take account of what the company is sailing now 

and its capacity to change the current product line. 

The complexities of product planning are heightened by the many dimensions 

of a product.    After all, what is a product?   This question can be rephrasedi 

what is the company selling?    In the final analysis,  U is selling the satisfaction 

that buyers expect to get from the consumption of its "product".   Thus an airline 

is not selling air services, tout space and time convenience; a toothpast manufacturer 

is not wiling toothpast but health, cleanliness, and sooial acceptability. 

Broadly conceived, a manufacturer's produets is what contributes to the satisfaction 

of his customers.   His product is the output of the whole company's effort and is 

not "fully produced until consumed" by the market. 

In more specific ttrms, product may be viewed as having three dimensions: 

(1) the physical structure) 

(2) the packaging struoture, including brand name and trademark»   and 

(3) the aervioe structure, such as performance guarantees, UM instructions, 

installation assistance, spare parts availability, etc 

Accordingly, product planning involves not only planning the physical structu 

(produot oore), but also the ways in whioh it if identified and presented to the 

consumer (product package), and its consumption it facilitated and made effeotive 

st Ï (product servite). 
'I 

As is true of planning in general, product planning must be guided by a 

profit yardstick, which is the expected profit contribution over the life of the 

produot.   The use of this standard may be considerably modified by company 

objectives, other than profit, and supplemented by other standards relating to 

how a new produot or produot improvement fits into the existing produot line and 

capacities of the company. 

Often the refusal of some companies to adapt their products to market 

requirements is more frequently a question of management's attitude than strategic 

or financial considerations. 

Although management may be constrained from planning new products, there is 

much it oan do to adapt existing products to market demand.    Management should also 

strive to adapt the many elements of packaging to the requirements and preference*- 

of customers.    Finally, it should decide what auxiliary services will facilitate 

sales and consumption. 
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Whether and how the many dimensions of a product  shou] ; be adapted to  the 

requirements  of marke tr. can be  dec : do.   ;r.l.y  after  answorin,; the   ;ueBtijns relating 

to potential  consumer-,  environmental conditile,   ^vernment regulations,   compa- 

titi on and expected profit contribuì.ion. 

^rMuct  -fanning begirt with  a  c moderation   :f the  ohy^icai  properties  of 

the products from the  perspective of potential customers and total market 

environment. 

The vast majority   it products can be adapted to market« or   ,ne way or 

another with a resulting improvement -f their image and their profit contribution. 

Such adaptation may refer to  size,  function,  materials,   d.eign,   style,   color, 

taste,  specifications rtandard3,  etc. 

It is not however necessary to  chanco  the standards of the  product  to conform 

to the buying behavior of connumere,   often the sane  result may be obtained through 

packaging.    Also,   the  preference of a consumer for big sizes may be satisfied by 

multiple-unit packages such as those  commonly used in the sale of soft drinke and 

corn-flakes. 

Différences in technical  skills,   labor costs,   the availability of manpower, 

olimate and other factors often 3hang, the  functional requirements  3f industrial 

products in developing countries, and adaptation may generate satisfactory remit.. 

Although it is possible  to „peak of international designs in certain product» 

there ..till exist wide  disparities in the  style preferences of different people. 

The color of the   oroduct may be  o. critical factor.    Although color is usually 

less important for Industrial  producte,  it boars directly on the  saleability of 

certain nroducte•   such as office equipment. 

Differences in taste are pertinent to the rales of manufactured f >od product«. 

Industrial  equipment is particularly sensitive to variations in standards. 

Manufacturers of industrial equipment should ad;u«t their deducts to the measure- 

ments,  calibrations, voltage,  and other specifications if they are to take full 

advantage of market opportunities.    Often euch adjuetments can be made eaeily 

and at low cost;   in other cases, they may require  substantial changes.    Undoubt- 

edly, differences in systems of weight, measure,  and  industrial standards are  an 

obstacle to trade,  but  can cften be overcome through product adaptation. 
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^    This brief review of some of the many aspects of the product ere that may be 

| adapted to the requirement of markets suggests tho complexity of product planning, 

it also points to the necessity of testing products in the market before under- 

taking substantial and constly production and marketing programmes. 

This involves a careful and systematic analysis of the consumers' reaction 

to the product and how they use it. 

In addition to adapting the physica product to tha requirements of the 

max .et. rrk nagement should also plan the presentation of the product at the »point 

of aale». For most consumer products and various industrial products the most 

important element in this presentation is the package. 

The product package should be distinguished from the shipping container 

because they have different functions. The purpose of ths shipping container is 

to protect tha product (and its package) against various risks such as pl^sical 

damage and pilferage during handling and transport. 

The product package has a dual function. Like the shipping container it 

Protects and preserves tho physica* produot, especially at tho point of sale. 

But t^e distinctive function of the consumer package is its role as a "silent 

palesman", attracting attention to the product, indentifying it, and persuading 

customers to buy. This promotional function of product packaging and its planning 

in tho subject of a research. 

Tha promoti nal use of packaging has determined a remarkable development in 

the marketing of coreuraor goods. The expansion of self-service has created new 

poin -of-sala conditions that greatly enhance the marketing significance of the 

package, as most item« are gen« -~lly bought on impulse. In these circumstances 

+he product package assumes a critical importance. 

If the r tckage i« "ko promote the product in the market, it should be adapted 

to the behavior, attitudes and preferences of potential buyers. One obvious 

cdaptatlon is the printing of the package label in a language that is agréable 

to consumers. In spite of its obvious nature, quite often marketers igr.ore the 

lan-ia^a factor in package labels. As a results these libels lose much of their 

value to inform buyers about the product and persuade them of its merits. 

A less obvious form of package adaptation is color. Certain colors have a 

symbolic value in all cultures, and the use of these colors may affect the sales 
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of a product.     It is lenown  that people,   in nikistan,  Israel  and Venezuela dislike 

yellow.     In the Far ISast white is tho   color of mourning and  blue  is  the   color of 

Boirwo,   but Oreoks like  both of these   colors.     Moslems fav-r (Te«n,   and  so on. 

In summary,   the color of the package   smuld not offend or  reool his potential 

buyer,  but attract him. 

The vital  oart of the   nrormtional   oacka¿?c   is its trademark.    It  is  the trade- 

mark (a name,  mark,  dosign or other FYII^I)   that   enfers a unique  identity to  the 

product by distinguishing it  form similar comnetitivo oroduct?.    In brief,  a trade- 

mark is  tho  product'R commercial  nitrature. 

Marketing management  gains «everal advantages frorr  trademarks.     Most  important.; 

it can focus promotional efforts jn  product  identity.    In the absence  at trademarks { 

only large companies with dominant market positions could gain from promotion. 

Trademarks help am.- ll-scaie enterprises to   L.veloo a market by promoting brand " 

preference among customers.    This nrocesa also  induce the  repetition of sales and    » 

permit3 to concentrate promotional efforts at the  point of sale. Î 

When a trademark gains wide acceptance among consumers it becomes a valuable    Í 

property. * 

In many countries brand names may  be difficult to protect (even when they | 

can be registered) because  of loose administration of trademark policies.    In i 

others,   the  reputation of the Droduct may be compromised because of its  possible 

identification with inferior imitations which can seriously endanger the  image 

of a product or of an enterprise. 

The effective marketing of industrial equipment and consumer durable  goods 

normally requires auxiliary 3ervices both before and after sale.    There are just 

part of the product as the  product cor« or the product package. 

When an industrial uaer consider« the -purchase of industrial equipment he is 

mainly interested in how w«ll and how long that equipment will operate  in his 

plant.    The proper installation of the  equipment,  the training of workers in its 

Udo, and the maintenance and repair of the equipment to keep it in orcUr,  are all 

important factors, on which often dopend the  sales. 

An enterprise can irmrove its market position by demonstrating and making 

known the effectiveness of  its auxiliary services. 
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In developing countries, enterprises should develoo aporopriate service-mix 

to expand market demand, considering the conditions which may call for auxiliary 

services: changes in specificationB, market ignorance of the oroduct's use un- 

availability of spare nartr and maintenance facilities, and so on. Only by 

knowing these conditions can marketing management plan an optimal service strategy 

that uan facilitate sales and lead to rsneat orders. 

In addition to studying ani olanning the adaptation of product core, package, 

and auxiliary services according to the requirements of consumers, marketing 

n.anageraent needs to plan the product line it will offer to the market. 

How wide should the product line be - how many different products? How deep 

should the product line be - how many variations, models, styles, etc. for each 

product? 

Produot line planning muet take into account the characteristics of the 

market, the differences among potential buyers (social class, income, sex, industry, 

etc.)» the consumers' expectation about assortment and «juality range, the compet- 

;*4.ve product lines, and other powerful marketing factor« such as distribution 

structure and economies. 

When all products can use the samo chanaesl it may be, in fact, possible to 

achieve economies in distribution by spreading fixed costs. On the other hand, 

when the addition of a product lo the product line requires a new channel of 

distribution, marketing management needs to carefully weigh costs against profit- 

ability. Economies in distribution system may influence product line planning. 

In certain cases, is possible to make economies in distribution by taking on 

complementary products of other (not competing) enterprises. This is known as 

"allied company arranp«ent", and offers numerous onportunities, particularly to 

small enterprises with limited product lines, which thus may be able to gain 

advantages by co-operative distribution systems. 

Planning Pricing 3trate< 

Whatever product strategy is adopted, it has repercussions on other ocapoassts 

of the marketing plan. Marketing management needs to relate product policies to 

price, distribution and promotion nolicies to get a comprehensive strategy for 

the entire marketing effort. 



"lanning nricing strata is a lifficult j b. Marketing management must 

make judgments on * troad variety of conditions which are often known only 

imperfectly and with varying degrees of nrobability. 

One difficulty is the concept of nice as the ratio between goods and money, 

as determined by the interaction of supply and demand in th« market. 

To the businessman, orice i* the money he  getn from selling * product unit, 

and it determines the Profitability of that product. The product, however, has 

s-.veral prices because of many kinds ,f discounts (functional, cash, seasonal, etc 

and frequent gaps between list prices and negotiated prices. To speak of the 

price of a good is an abstraction. 

For the marketing manager price should be merely on, of the several elements 

of the marketing mix. Pricing in, in fact, a marketing tool and a means for 

attaining the sales ootential and other objectives in the marketing p\an. 

The .tartina point in planning dicing strategy is the determination of the 

basic price. This is the nrice that the final buyer .ays for the product. For 

consumer goods the basic .rice is the retail nricej for industrial goods it is 

the price to the industrial user. 

The determination of the basic orice of a product involves three logical 

steps: 

- estimating the demand of final buyers, over a planning period? 

- estimating the manufacturing and marketing costs to achieve projected 

Bales volumes? and 

- selecting the price that offers the highest profit contribution. 

It is the job of market research to supply the data needed for estimating 

demand. The information may come from a variety of sources: ?ast sales records, 

competitors' prices, consumption analysis, surveys of the trade (retailers, 

industrial distributors), etc. Most difficult is the .rejection of possible 

shifts in the demand, over the planning period, in relation to the probable life- 

cycle of a product. 

in estimating the costs of Projected sales volumes, all costs should be 

included. This means that the final determination of the basic price can be 

obtained only after decisions have be.n taken on the rest of the marketing mix. 

Por example, when one decides on a distribution channel comprising independent 
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agencies (distributors,  agents,  etc.)  ont,-  should be certain about the margin« 

required by thone agents to distribute  the  product. 

The determination of the basic price involves also an evaluation of the 

excected profit contributions in relation with the choice of strategies promisin^ 

the highest.    This indicates that the  forecast «aximura depend, en the 

accuracy of the information on projected coats and sales revenues. 

Once determined,   the basic nric«  guides marketing management in planning the 

discount structure and the pricing strategy. 

Strategic factors other than nrofit, may however modify the profit contri- 

bution approach.    These  include considerations    concerning market share position, 

price stabilization,  investment risks,  soecial arrangements with important 

customers, etc. 

Such considerations and other factors may lead to a departure from the basic 

price.    Should we use nrice as an active promotional tool'    Fhould we -,ric. above, 

below or at the same level as competitors?    when the product is n*w to the market, 

should we enter with a hi ¿h price or a low price?    Should we trloe to minimize the 

profit of the whole nroduct line, or of each nroduet taken alone?    Such questions 

underlines the complex nature of pricing and why determination of the basic price 

is only the first step in planning marketing pricu strategy. 

nricing strategy may,  in some oases, influence the discount policy by affect- 

ing the size of distributors» margins.    Asido from t.is consideration,  the fact 

that enterprises often use channels involving intermediaries to reach final 

oonsumers means that their marketing prices are not final-buyer prices but inter- 

mediate prices. 

None of these observations mitigate    the value of the basic price as a guide. 

When the basic prioe is determined, marketing management can assess the impaot 

that decisions on pricing are likely to have on profit contributions and market 

expansion. 

Before taking up these further aspects of pricing, however, we should make 

a brief comment on value-added pricing because of its apparent appeal to marketing 

management, 

Value-added oricing is pricing a product according to  the following formulas 

cost of materials and labor plus allowance for manufacturing overhead plus selling 
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uxrvmees TJIUS allowance for general cv,rheud <lur, fixed profit margin. This 

formula is attractive because of its simplicity and its scorning assurance that th 

company will make i, profit on each unit sol.I. 

But value-added pricing has several disadvantages: 

- it completely ignores the market demand; 

- it ignores competition; 

- it uses an arbitrary allocation jf overhead costs which are not 

affected by current sales; 

• it involves circular reasoning beotuse price influences costs which, 

in turn, affect sales volume; and 

- it offers no guidance to maximize profit or to reach other indirect 

profit targets. 

The Belling price is normally a compromise between the value-added which the 

seller would like to get and the amount which the buyer is willing to pay. 

The proper use of cost analysis in nricing permits to measure the profit 

contribution of different projected prices and to establish a discount policy. 

The most important discounts are the functional discounts to distributors, 

as they serve as: 

- payment to middlemen, and 

- incentives to encourage distributors to give extra promotional 

effort to the product. 

Quantity discounts also have a promotional function. Marketing management 

needs to decido whether to give quantity discounts considering profit contribution 

and investigating their effects on sales and the savings in transportation, handli 

and order costs. nregBuru by buyers and competitive practice enter into this . 

evaluation. 

When auxiliary services are offered, a decision should be made on whether 

to cover their costs out of sales or whether to charge customers for each speoifiçj 

Bervice. The latter policy may be implemented in the fori, of discounts. 

Cash discounts are also offered to accelerate payment. 

This short discussion on discount policy makes clear its dependence on 

product, channel and promotion as well as pricing decisions - and confirms the 

n-ed to plan marketing strategy comprehensively, with full regard to all componen! 

of the marketing mix. 

Ï 
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Marketing management has wide  pricing discretion when  its product  is known 

J     to  the market and has no  competitive  substitutes.    The degree of pricin" floxi- 

I    bility hinges on the degree of Product differentiation.    Wh«n consumers  shew rv 

í    preference  for a product because of its quality,   style,  performance or any other 

.    property, marketing managtMnt bao some degree of Dricing authority and the 

*   opportunity to   levelop an oatimal pricing strategy. 

The degree of pricing discretion determines marketing management's caoacity 

to use price as a marketing tool.    What is needed is an accurate assessment of 

|   the profit contribution offered by each and every part of the marketing mix,  so 

I   that management can plan a strategy with a maximum nrofit contribution.    A low- 

I   price polioy,  for example,  is likely to vitiate a quality product image which 

í   management wr.ncs to oromote. 
1 

Each product has a life-oyole.    The life-cycle starts when a company intro- 

duces a product new to the market which is differentiated from older Products. 

In a word, the product is a speciality.   At this stage tho marketing job is mainly 

promotion and distribution, stimulating demand and making the product available 

to people.    There is little or no price competition, giving management broad 

pricing discretion. 

Few products oan however remain specialities indefinitely as, sooner or 

later, they are duplicated or oven improved, by competitors. 

The producer may seek to maintain hia market position through promotion 

eraphasiiing th$ distinctiveness of his product.    But as competitive pressure grows 

more intense and products become more alike, he is forced to lower price.   His 

pricing discretion is much less and he must pay closer attention to competitors. 

The product is no longer a speciality and becomes a standard commodity. 

Although companies are not usually successful in preventing a speciality 

from becoming a standard product, they should be able to forecast the transition. 

Skillful promotion can sustain brand preference.    Product improvements and new 

packaging are oommonly used to stop a drift towards standard commodity stat«»» 

Indeed, muoh of modem marketing may be viewed as a continuing effort to keen up 

product from slioping to a standard commodity level. 

Marketing management should carefully study what stage cf the life-cycle its 

product occupies in the market. 
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When .-. product is -u¿w in  the market hew shoal 1 it  bo  priced  in view of its 

nrobable  life-cycle?    We can distinguís,  tw;  basic strategies. 

The  first strategy  is to  entor the market with a hi,;h price  to  select the 

damand.     Later,  when the  speciality becomes a standar! commodity the  price  íH 

lowered to maintain and   increase  sales. 

The  second basic  strategy  is to enter the market with a low -.rice  serving an 

a soearhead  in order  to   penetrate the market as quickly as  possible.    Here  the 

strategy is  to build up a dominant market position in =  short time.    Penetration 

pricing may also keep out competitors because of low profit margins.     In following 

this strategy mark«ting management wants to  built up a mass demand for its product 

and prevent others from coveting in the market.    It exacts its profits to come 

from volume  sales rather than profit margins. 

Which strategy is better;   It depends on the enterprise,  the product and the 

market.    Lot us simply note that pentrating pricing is more daring than high 

pricing because it relies on a build-up of volume sales. 

In pricing its Products marketing management should always take into account 

the expected reactions of competitors in the market.    When the company has only 

a small market share,  competitors are likely to ignore its initial pri^e or sub- 

sequent price changes.     i*ut when its market share  is sizeable,  then changes in 

price are quickly matead by con.potitors.    In these circumstances management may 

well decide  to follow a stable price Polioy,  relying on product adaptation, 

promotion and other non-price measures. 

The pricing strategy must leave room for tactical flexibility.    It is most 

unwise to require marketing management to keep to a specific price with no margin 

for negotiating with customer prosnects, meeting shortrun market developments, or 

countering competitive activity.    In this way, pricing strategy offers the best 

protection against tactical victory bought at the cost of economic defeat. 

Planning Distribution Strategy 

If Marketing management nas made planning decisions on product and price stratej 

he must  develop a distribution strategy,  getting the prod et tc consumers at the 

place and time they want  it. 



Channel  of distribution   is   tn„   chair.   ,:   marketir.-    ,..,-iCic.,  ;1Mir,f,  tUij 

producer to  the  final buyers  in  tb„ market.     Th.-Po  -r-nri-s r, ^t-.t,   -• 

transactions and direct the  nhysica]   movement   ani  -tora->   S +>• . n^ >,.„• 

to place  it ultimately  in  possession  of fin#ll   buyers where,  when ani  in   tin. 

quantities  they want it.     The  agencia ccmorising   - ^iven channel cf distribution 

may be  independent middlemen or owned by the  producer.     Phoymay be many ,>r few 

in number.     Rince  the  first and  last  linkE  in a channel  are the  producer and 

final buyer respectively,   it  is   logical to consider therr. alpo a mrt of  the 

distribution channel. 

In making these decisions marketing management  Bhould think in terms of the 

entire channel of distribution  stretching all   the way from the company  to   the 

final buyer in the market.    Too many enterprise- think their distribution channels 

end with their distributor,   ignoring the section of the channel  linking those 

intermediaries to final buyers.     This iß a faulty attitude because a distribution 

channel is only an effective as  its weakest member.    Transactions and physical 

flows may be blocked or slowed down at any point in the  channel.    Marketing mana- 

gement should plan channels that minimize obstructions,  regardless of their 

location in the  channel.    And to  control channel operations, marketing management 

should get an information feedback that covers the whole channel. 

Several questions pre pertinent  for the determination of distribution 

channel performance,  including: 

- what geographical  coverage 4o we want?    How intensive should it be' 

- what selling effort do we want from channel members? 

- what promr tional efforts do we want from channel members? 

- what  should be the performance cf channel members,  the volume and 

location of inventories,   the delivery systems? 

- how and in what way should we  support channel members? 

Specific answers to these questions depend on the nature of the market and 

competition,  the nature of the  product,  the resources available to marketing 

management,  and the over-all marketing strategy.    From such answer«     nterprises 

should be able to design distribution strategy, which relate to other  component* 

of the marketing plan. 



A  critical  element  in distribuii n  '-.trate;.;,'  i:-   tac  ^¿r^  of  market  coverage. 

If management wantrs   intensive  coverage,   it noeus mar.y channel members.     Management 

is generally inclined  t<   us.- any  T.VDO   Tí" channel which rives  intensive  coverage. 

Total market  coverage  also  encourager heavies  reliance  on advertising and  pro- 

motional support. 

Sometimes marketing management pursues a strategy of selective  market coverage 

In its extreme  form  this strategy usos a single distrital tor,   having exolusive 

rights!   the  channel  member agrees not   to  sell  corme ti "toe products.     A  policy of 

exclusive distribution gives the  company ¡r,uch more  opportunity than total market 

distribution,  in terms of control final-buyer prices and the distributor's per- 

formance.    ?Hich a control  is particularly important when the enterprise wants 

channel members to TU ah products aggressively,  to maintain large  inventories and 

to provide auxiliary services,  such as installa4 ion and repair.    Exclusive dis- 

tribution calls for the protection and full suoport of the channel  member and 

more promotional effort than in the  strategy of intensive distribution.    Because 

of their role careful selection of exclusive distributors is critical to the 

success of the manufacturer's marketing nrogramme. 

Distribution channel planning is closely associated with nromotion planning 

because channel members can be used to  carry and intensify promotional messages 

directed towards consumers.    The emphasis olaced on tho promotional  activities 

of channel members  is another ingredient of distribution strategy. 

Distribution strategy is also  influenced by the  company's decisions on the 

size of margins to  be offered to  channel members,  as well as credit,   inventory 

promotion and customer service.    These decisions    determine the performance 

specifications of the channel of distribution and the basic distribution strategy. 

It is not easy  to choose the ootimal distribution channel.    The true problem 

is not channel multiplicity but tho difficulty of estimating the profit contri- 

butions of alternative channels.     Tt should start with an appraisal  of the per- 

formance of alternative  channels.     This leads to a rejection of many types of 

channels that fail   short of the  performance specifications,  greatly  simplifying 

the job of channel   selection. 

Ordinarily,  marketing management finds more than one channel   type  that can 

meet  the performance  specifications.    For example,   it may decide  that either a 



distributor or a sales branch can do   the  job.     In this  situation the  choice 

becomes a question of relative cost.     If a company could ignore channel costs, 

it would invariably decide  to sell  directly f,  final  buyars.     This would give  the 

manufacturer full control over his distribution system and would bring him into 

intimate contact with his market,   pos.i, iy coveri^- v.il •„,. ;ible buyer, by «adopting 

a policy of intensive distribution.     But,  of course,  distribution is not costless. 

In many cases the higher costs of direct,   intensive distribution far outweigh its 

advantages. 

In estimating the relative costs of alternative  distribution channels, 

marketing management  should take  into  account the probable effect of each channel 

on other components of the marketing mix.    Different channels often require 

different degrees or kinds of support such as credit, promotion, inventories and 

training.    These support cost money and should enter into the cost evaluation of 

alternative distribution strategy. 

Once marketing management has estimated channjl performance (expressed in 

terms of expected sales) and channel costs, it should calculate the profit con- 

tributions of alternative channel  types.     It may be found that the channel which 

promises the biggest  sales volume or the  lowest-cost does not grant the highest 

profit contribution over the marketing planning period. 

On the other hand profit contribution can be rejected because the required 

financial outlay for controlling it mxc eds company resources.    By appraising 

alternative channels in terms of their profit contributions one can also avoid 

choosing a channel simply because  it is the lowest-cost channel, a com non mistake 

in distribution nlanning. 

Information on distributors may be obtained from banks,  government agencies, 

credit agencies, trade associations,  and other sources.    Armed with profila 

specifications and a prospect list, management is much better prepared to make 

the final selection. 

It goes without  saying that marketing management does not always get the 

channel members it wants.    Distributers wixh the desired qualifications may 

simply not exist in the market, or they may be tied to competitors, or they may 

not want to handle the product.    Concerning this last point it should be remembered 

that the selection of channel members is two-sided:    the enterprise  selects the 
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distributor but,  at the same time,  the distributor selects the enterprise. 

Depending on the circumstances,  one or the other party is usually in a stronger 

bargaining position.. 

When the enterprise can not get the channel members it wantti,  it must either 

use inferior people, hoping to  improve their performance,  eventually by providing 

credit and technical assistance,  or establish its own distribution network.    This 

last choice may involve a change  in marketing strategy and eventually call for a 

capital investment beyond the  financial capacity of the manufacturer. 

In planning physical distribution it is a mistake to think in terms of 

transpoifetion or inventories alone.    Thinking should be in terms of the entire 

logistical system (plant location, materials handling, transportation, storage, 

and information). 

Logistic distribution planning should start with a study of ooneumerst 

where are they looated?   How much of the product do they Vuy at one time?   How 

often do they buy?   What physical supply services do they need in terms of in- 

ventory assortment, delivery time, etc.?   Starting with the requirements of fin»! 

buyers, marketing management can proceed to design a logistical distribution 

system by working backwards from the market to the place of produotion. 

The interrelationship among transportation, stocks and customer services are 

many and sometimes hard to detect.    A shift from ground to air transportation 

may add to distribution costs,  but these may be offset by lower inventory and 

packing oosts or the sales advantages of quicker delivery to customers.    Larger 

and more varied stocks closer to customer may increase storage costs, but they 

sometimes make possible less frequent shipments and improved customer service. 

This demonstrates the need to plan the distribution logistical system in its 

entirety. 

Good logistical distribution planning pays off not only in lower oosts but 

in higher customer satisfaction and, therefore, determines sales expansion and 

competitiveness. Technological changes in transportation and communication and 

better methods of inventory control offer new opportunities for improvements of 

distribution systems. The manufacturer who overlooks these opportunities ria*« 

to jeopardizing his marketing programme. 

i 
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A last remarkd on distribution channel  planning pertains to  the  need for 

periodically reviewing the adequacy of the  channels already in use.     Changes in 

market demand,   in competition, in products,   in company resources and in external 

factors    can contribute to make existing distribution channels obsolescent. 

Once the distribution   channel is sat u-,  there  is a tendency   by marketing management 

to regard it ao  fiXi¿d  and to avoid any changes until they narrarne  an emergency 

character.   But,   in truth, nothing is fixoa  in marketing.    Management should plan 

its distribution channels for change, and change  them according to objectives. 

rl   Planning Promotion Strategy 

Promotion takes many forms: personal selling, advertising,   sales promotion, 

and publio relations.     However different they may appear, each is an effort by the 

produoer to communicate with consumers, distribution channel members, or the 

general publio. 

Promotion consists of messages to the market to inform about the product, 

persuade to buy it, develop positive attitudes towards the product and the company, 

and induce changes in people's behavior.    The scope and effectiveness of promotion 

are highest for branded products beoause the product of each manufacturer is 

identifiable by  the buyer. 

Promotion 1« «:. aman i oat ion aod involves five elements t a sender,  a message, 

a medium or message-carrier, a receiver   and a feedback fi m the receiver to the 

sender.    Communication is effective when the receiver understands the message, 

in tue way intended by thé sender, and takes the action desired by the sender. 

Feedback information acts as a control, letting the sender know about message 

failure or suooess. 

He oan distinguían two major kinds of media or message-carriers.    The first, 

and oldest, is the human faoe-to-face contact.    It is the most effeotlve medium 

because the sender can adjust his message in response to an immediate and conti- 

nuing flow of feedback information. 

The second class of media includes some mechanical forms of message-carriers, 

such as printed symbol   (word, number, picture,  etc.) or electrical,  photographic, 

and electronic de vi oes  (telegraph, cinema,  telephone, radio, television, tape 

recorder, etc.). 

» 
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Communication may fail  for a number of  reasons: 

- the message does not  get through to   the receiver.     The  medium may break 

down or not link the   sender to  his  intended receiver.     More coa»only,  the 

message   is not  received by the   intended receiver because  of disturbances in 

the  communication channel that   t ikd?. the rjc-iver's       tent ion away from the 

message; 

- the receiver perceives the message, "but does not understand it in the way 

intended by the sender (this is a common failure when sender and receiver 

belong to different cultures); 

- although understood,  the message does not persuade  the receiver to take 

action as wanted by tha sender.    Also the receiver may have little or no 

interest  in the message content.    Or he may not believe  the message.    Even 

when the  receiver believea the  message and has an interest  in its content, 

he may not take  the desired action because he is not convinced it would 

benefit him.    Finally,   the appropriate action may be not  feasible, however 

willing the receiver to take it.    In the case of promotional messages this 

can occur when the product is not nhysically available to the receiver, or 

he lacks money or credit to buy or he does not have the facilities necessary 

to UBO the product. 

Promotion is only one of many forms of communication in marketing.    Actually, 

all mailtsting activities have a communiration aspect.   As we have already observed, 

-ironntioadecisions require information flows from several sources: markets, 

competition, governments and other functional groups outside or inside the firm 

(research, production,  finance).    To become operational, promotional decisions 

must be communicated to the members of the organization responsible for their 

Implementation,  including channel agencies.    Finally, continuing feedback infomatioi 

is essential tn control results in accordance with planned objectives.    The flow of 

such information, internal and external, may be however stopped or distorted for 

the reasons above indicated. 

Communication may also bo hindered by economic cultural and lanffcife   factors. 

When one thinks of cultural differences, one probably thinks first of language   i 

differences.    This may lead to view the problem of oross-communication as a lin- 

guistic one whos« solution is a simple translation from one language into another. 

It has been wisely said:  "To  kill a message,  translate it". I 
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What  is needed is much more   than a translation of promotional messages. 

Promotional messages should fit  the ideas,  attitudes,  motivations,   experiences 

and ways of life of the  receivers. 

It should be   realized that  often consumers are  likely to know little or 

nothing about products'   brand name or crnnany,   however we^—cnown and accepted 

they may be. 

Knowledge about product image  in the market can be very helpful in designing 

the  text of the  promotional messa^.    3y appealing to  cultural factors and doing 

what is necessary to neutralize or reverse negative attitudes,  the enteprise 

stands a much better chance to develop an attractive  image for its product. 

The decisions made by marketing management on the over-all strategy to be 

adopted in terms of product, price and distribution channel policies have a 

bearing on planning promotion.    Promotion should serve the  strategic marketing 

plan and support the other components of the market mix. 

In planning promotion strategy, two fundamental questions confront management: 

whom do we want to communicate with?   and what do we want our communication to 

accomplish? 

The first question relates to promotional objectives and the  second to 

specific promotional targets. 

Promotional targets fall into three main groups: 

- potential buyers (household consumers,  industrial users, government)} 

- distribution channel members (agents, distributors,  ..holesalers, 

retailers);    and 

- the general public. 

The promotion directed toward potential buyers tries to transfora them into 

actual buyers; promotion to distribution channel members aims at developing orders 

by persuading distributors that they can sell the product at a good profit; and 

promotion to the general public endevours to build good will and a good image 

concerning the enterprise and its produots. 

Marketing management need to go beyond this three-way targets classification 

to identify the best promotional strategy to implement.    This is mainly a question 

of research, which should help identifying the economic, structural and cultural 

differences of promotional targets. 
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Once promotional objectives and targets are defined, management can begin to 

plan its promotional strategy.    It may use any one or a combination of four major 

tools of promotion:  personal selling,  advertising,   sales promotion, and public 

relations: 

- Personal selling   uses salesmen + -> communicate  fan^-1 )-face with prospective 

customers.    Although salesmen may uso the  telephone, mail or other media 

to send and receive messages,  the essence of personal selling is the  face- 

to-face contact.    This differentiates personal  selling from all other forms 

of promotion. 

Personal selling does not merely concentrate on "order-taking" which does 

not concern the generation of n«w sales. 

- Advertising is a non-personal presentation of marketing messages through 

various media, such as newspapers, magasines, motion pictures, outdoor 
* 

posters and signs, direct mail, radio, television, catalogues and directo- 

ries* 

- Sales promotion covers all sales activities that Supplement the functions 

of personal selling and advertising.    It includes displays, shows ami 

exhibitions, demonstrations,  sales contests,   samples, and other activities 

which are usually non-recurrent but geared to generating new sales and 

develop market demand, 

- Publio relations is any kind of news about a compary or its products which 

has commercial significance.    It is a kind of publicity that cultivates 

good will toward products and company's images,    to get it, enterprises 

shall supply media with interesting news items, without payment for space 

o* ^n» given by such media.    It may, however,  involve payments to an out- 

side public relations agency. 

Each of these forms of promotion has special strength, but also some Hal- 

ations.    Personal selling is usually the most effective promotion, as the ratio 

of sales related to the number of sales prospects contacted is normally higher than 

in impersonal promotion.    The major limitation of personal selling is its high 

cost per sales contact, if compared to impersonal promotion. 

Advertising offers the advantage of reaching a larger number of potential 

buyers at a relatively low cost for each contacted buyer.    It is the f^rm of 
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publicity best suited for mass-pi amotion.    The main limitation of advertising in 

its possible  failure to persuade a fraction of prospects exposed to advertising 

messages to buy the advortiser'3 product.    Because advertising is impersonal is 

can seldom rival the  itnnact of personal  selling. 

nales promotion is generally used to  improve the  performance of channel members 

or salesmen through sales aids,  displays,  contests,  exhibitions, and the  like. 

Participation in trade shows is a traditional form of sales promotion and frequently 

a very successful one, because  it combines the face-to-face  contacts with a larga 

number of buying prospects. 

The advantage of public relations is its credibility.    People who do not 

ûelieve advertising appeals about a product, often believe the same appeals w'.'.en 

the T read or hear about them aE news item.    The use of public relations as a 

promotional tool is relatively developed and mostly used by medium and large-scale 

enterprises or co-operative? of small-scale companies. 

In planning the promotional strategy, decisions must be made on the allocation 

of efforts among personal selling, advertising, Eales promotion and public relations. 

Decisions on the promotional-mix are guided by prior decisions on promotional 

targets and promotional objectives. 

We look first at personal selling.    How much and what kinds of personal 

selling efforts does the company need to achieve its marketing targets?    The 

answer to this question is greatly dependent on the structure of the channels of 

distribution.    When a company ^AQB di^biibutors it turns over to them the bulli cf 

personal selling effort in the Target market.    On the otherhand,  if the company 

distributes through its sales branches directly to final buyers, it assumes the 

full responsibility for whatever nersonal selling effort may be needed to reach 

its targets.    Por this reason an important consideration,  in choosing a direct 

distribution channel, is the cost of doing the personal selling job. 

Because channesl are likely to be more direct, personal selling is more 

common in the marketing of industrial goods than consumer goods.    Here the emphases 

is on highly-trained, creative salesmen who are able to communicate and explain 

the often complex nature and advantages of industrial products.    Generally¡ the 

salesman must use rational appeals, and may have to deal with several people in a 

company such as the Production manager,  the chief engineer and the financial officer 
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in order to negotiate; a saie. This elative .lulling .job makes essential a very 

careful Stìlection of sales representatives. 

In this context, promotional planning decisione relate to the number of 

sales representatives needed, pales territories, sales quotas, sales training, 

sales messages, and other factors tha-, determine' the scope and intensity of the 

personal selling effort. Marketing management should weight all implications in 

terms of expected profit contributions, even though such estimates can seldom 

be precise. 

Advertising may be used ir place of pergonal selling or as a supplement to it, 

In planning its advertising strategy, marketing management faces several questions. 

- Do we need advertising? The need for advertising is mainly défendent on 

the product, the naturo of target consumers and what competitors are doing 

in the market. Marketing management should make a judgment on the oppor- 

tunities of sales at different levels of advertising expenditure. 

If the decision is xo go ahead viih advertising, it should be clearly 

defined the characteristics of the advertising targets. 

- What is the best media mix? Obivously, marketing management fbould choose 

advertising media thnt r ach marketing targets. It :,s, however, difficult 

to evaluate the effectiveness of the available media. 

Marketing management' siioald aiso consider direct mail advertising as many 

promotional programmes can be si cceesfuliy implemented by sales letters 

sent to distributors, industria] users and consumers. 

Considérâtio/B related to objectives, aromotionrl targets and the product 

require factual information, persuasive appeals in advertising texts. 

Co-operative advertising arrangement ..hereby the enterprise pays for part 

of the advertising done by channel members are frequently used. 

Advertising should be a dynamic tool of promotion, taking account of 

changes in demand, compétition, company resources and other elements of 

the marketing mix. When such changes are piojected and incorporated into 

the strategic plan, marketing management should also plan appropriate 

adjustments in advoi Using, particularly when the product is expected to 

enter a new ohase of i^.s l.-fe-cycle, during the planning period. 
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- How much to  spend on advertising?    This question is the great problem f ;r 

marketing management,  because  it in very hard to measure advertising 

effectiveness.    Tut even rough estimates aro  better than nona.    Too »any 

enterprises decide to advertise up to a certain percentage of past or 

expected -ales.    When sales go up, adverting goes up and when sal«,, go 

down, advertising goer, down.    Clearly,  this approach to advertising Wait- 

ing has no logic basis and makes advertising the result of sales rather 

than sales the result of advertising. 

Another faulty approach occurs when advertising is considered a marinai 

activity.    Then the company spends on advertising what it thinks it can afford. 

usually this is too little,  sometimes too much, but seldom the right amount. 

The most reasonable approach is the one we have above outlined! set the 

advertising objectives and then spend what is necessary to attain those objectives, 

using profit contribution analysis as a measure.   Good oontrol over advertising 

comes from good planning.    Some enterprises avoid this problem by letting channel 

agents make all advertising decisions "on the spot".    The result is apt to be a 

very "spotty" performance, some members doing a good job, others a poor one. 

Furthermore, there is little co-ordination between advertising and other components 

of the strategio marketing plan. 

The ideal solut is a control that insures that advertising conforms to 

the marketing strategy, but at the same time encourages active participation b 

ohannel meutere. 

Many salsa promotion activities are of a special, non-repetitive oharacttr 

with short-run, taetical objectives.   As such, they fall outside the realm of 

strategic marketing planning.    Even here, however, marketing planning oan offer 

guidance concerning the intensity and kinds of  wmatiunal mmort to give to 

ohannel members, and in eo-ordinating it with advertising and personal selling. 

Por sales promotional activities that are oostly and have long-run effeote, «ton 

M «»positions, trade fairs, annual sales conventions, etc. it is necessary to 

determining their importance and integrating them with the over-all marketing plan. 

After marketing management has made preliminary decisions on specific promotional 

efforts, it should draw them together to form an harmonious promotional strategy 

whioh, in tarn, needs to be brought together with product, price and channels 

strategies, to finalize the     actual    marketing plan-strategy. As compétitif» 
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pressures push enterprises towards moro sophisticated forms of marketing,  promotion 

of all kinds,   carefully nl armed and ably executed,  has  become indispensable to 

oréate or sustain the economic expansion of industrial activities. 

8.    Organising for Marketing "lanninfi 

Planning, directing and controlling aie  the major components of the management 

function.    These activities are  effected through the organizajfcion,  that  is itself 

subject to planning and control. 

What,  then, can we say about organizing for marketing planning?    Who should 

do the planning?   At what management level?    Who should control operations 

according to the plan? 

Strategic marketing planning starts when the man in charge of the enterprise, 

(president, general manager, managing director, owner)  sets the planning wheels 

in motion.    He does so when he  strives to develop markets and to forecast the 

future of the enterprise's progress rather than to merely react on a basis of 

critical events. 

The chief executive's contribution to marketing planning is mainly represented 

by his enthusiastic support.    But he can do much more.    He can set company-wide 

objectives to guide marketing management; he can indicate wher•->. he wants the 

enterprise to 'm in the next three, five, ten years.    He can make sure his best 

marketing people do the planning, not delegating the job to other   aon  speciali «ed 

executives who lack expertise or analytical powers. 

Marketing management must have both the responsibility and the authority 

to formulating and implementing the strategic marketing plan, for several reasons. 

Pirat, marketing management should have confidence in the plan, if its is to 

succeed.    Second, marketing management has a general acquaintance with many aspects 

and problems of marketing, and, most important, he has the power of jud&nent in 

the market place. 

Sometimes, management lacks of the technical skills needed in marketing 

planning.    But these  can be obtained by using experts and consultants from out- 

side the oompany. 
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Top management can learn a great  deal from marketing planning.    Trainine in 

conceptual nroblems,   testin,: assumntior s against   facts,   integrating many diverse 

factors and looking beyond everydays•   bufine«, operation, is an   important by- 

product of corporate  planning. 

Marketing management in in a unique  Dosicion w  contivi if operation! conform 

with the strategic planning.    Ultimate  control,  of course,  is exercised by top 

management, but marketing management  should bear the   responsibility ana   have  the 

authority for achieving marketing targets. 

In some enterprises, marketing planning is a function carried out by persons 

with no responsibility for marketing operation«, but saving expertise in planning. 

No doubt there are merits in this decision.    Our own judgement, however,  is 

that planning specialists should only assist marketing management  in planning. 

Marketing management,  in preparing Its   strategic plan needs the cooperation 

of executives from other functional areas of the company.    Financial officers muet 

U consulted about expenditures and company resources.    Marketing management must 

also    work closely with production manggMnt on questions involving physical 

capacity to meet sales potentials, and possibly on product adaptation.     Engineer- 

ing and research people can offer invaluable assistance in planning products 

characteristics- 

Marketing management shall alRo seek the advice  of those people for a second 

reason.    Approval of the marketing plan by top management will commit all executives 

of the company, in one way or another.    They are more  likely to accept their 

commitments in a co-operative spirit when they feel a sense of participation in 

the marketing planning process.    Planning activities also encourage mutual 

assistance and understanding among executives in different departments because 

then everyone can visualise that the entire enterprise is working in view of 

common objectives. 

In this case, organizational olanning - like marketing planning - starts with 

a consideration of the markets that the company presently serves and expects to 

serve  in the future.    The goal should be an organization that can exploit market 

opportunities and that can conceive and carry out the  approved strategy. 

The kinds of decisione that enter into r.arketin^ planning help determining 

the organizational structure needed to carr; out the  piai. 
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Urtatine management  «hall   rarUcioate   in  ali  tip-level decisione concerning 

nroduct development, canital   investment ar,l other vital matter*  that may have  a 

bearing on  the   success of marketing strategy. 
cr    *   +.  f„„mnin+1,     TT"^anize ajd implement marketing It  takes  a major effort   to   formulata,   organi a« •»»• J..""* 

strategy, as  it was Scribed.     lut reward  can b    giaat.     -iven the full backing 

of company leadership, with  the  authority and resource, to plan, execute and 

control the marketing nrogranme, marketing management can develop market demand, 

directly contributing to the   progress of the  enterprise, and indirectly of the 

industrial sector and of the  national economic environment. 

8.     Conclusion 

Marketing i. "the strategy of the offer".U)    Marketing is, hoover, a rather 

neglected area in the economic  life of developing countries.    It is manufacturing 

and financing which OCCUPìBP the a+tention in these economies. 

Yet, marketing holde a key position in the devdoping countries, as a 

propeller of economic development with particular emphasis on its ability to 

promote much-needed managerial  expertise. 

Marketing shall be,   in   fact,  re^rdod un a systematic management function, 

indicating how to go about   in a fanned and  purposeful way to  find, create and 

develop demand,  integrating and natiPfying needs, want, and preference» in relation 

with the economic capacity  of a r>r .¿rei ~'ing society. 

Marketing has its focus on the consumers or users and represents, thus, the 

process throu;?, which economy int.-rat n with society to serve human requirementfi. 

Marketing occupies a critical role in reject to economic expansion of the  Industria 

activities of developing countries, as a stimulator of economic development.    It 

is, however,   the least actually develoned and most backward technology of the 

economic system of the Third World. 

The advancement of Marketing expertise  is tound, above all, to contribute to 

fullest utilization of whatever anéete and productivity capacity an economy already 

^Definition by "rof. s.   ".  ^adolecchia,  adopted by the European Institues of 
Marketing and by the International Federation of Management Associations. 
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possesses.    It mobilizes latent  economic potentials.    It contributo s to enhance   the 

entrepreneurial  function,  through its  own conc^tuoj. and technological eff rt. 

The essential ast>ect of an  "underdeveloped"  economy is the   inability to orga- 

nize  economic efforts to bring together resources,   capacities and needs, so as to 

convert a self-limitating economic system int    a creative,   self-renorating on.:. 

Marketing might,  by its:lf,   go f*.r toward changing th:  entire  economic tone 

of the actual national system,  without any change   in methods of production,  socio- 

economic distribution of ponulation,  or infraetructural schemes. 

It would only make the producers canable of manufacturing marketable products, 

qualified by standards,      ^tyle,   prices and specifications capable to expand 

and satisfy local demand, even  if characterized by limited purchasing power. 

Marketing is also the most easily accessible  "multiplier" of managers and 

entrepreneurs skills in an "underdeveloped" growth area.    And managers and entre- 

preneurs expertise is the need of developing countries.    Economic de- 

velopment, in fact,  is not a force of nattre, but the result of the responsible 

action of men, as managers or entrepreneurs. 

In most developing countries, markets are rather small,  to make it possible 

to organise distribution and promotion in an appropriate manner.    AB a result, 

without a marketing organization and an effective marketing strategy, many local- 

ly manufactured products, for which there c >uld be adequate demand, oannot be dis- 

tributed, or are produced and marketed onl • under monopolistic or   nprofitable 

conditions. 

A marketing system may,  thus, serve as a co-operative channel for promoting, 

distributing and developing products of small enterprises, wanting them the 

conditions for survival and  ijcoansion. 

Marketing is, obviously,  not a cure-all.    It is only a technology needed 

particularly in developing countries precisely because it first looks at the 
values and wants of people, and bocau-e it helps developing management exportis« 

and skills. 

The marketing management role goes beyond gutting the product off the factory 

and sell it at most profitable nrices to consumers.   In an «nonomy that is striving 

to break the age-old bondage of underdevelopment, marketing is the catalyst for 

the transmu atior of latent resources into actual resources, of desires into ac- 

coplishments and to develop reaponsible economic leaders and informed economic 

citizens. 
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